NICKOLAI ZAYSAN COLUMBIA
White and Red Sable Bitch, Whelped August 8, 1973
Bred by Bonnie Nichols

Whist of Fortrouge
Sire: Can. Ch. Black Watch of Fortrouge
    Vorenoff Diane of Fortrouge
    Barnaigh Vorenoff Bielko
    Carlotta of Fortrouge

Ch. Gay Navaree of Matalona

Bianca of Fortrouge
Can. Ch. Sirhan Nagradka of Sunbarr
    Nedra of Kashan

Dam: Ch. Sirhan Nadezhda, CD
    Am. and Can. Ch. Topaze
    Am. Can. Ch. Antigone of Tyree

Can. Ch. Sirhan Katya
 Owners: Bonnie E. Nichols
        Delaware, OH